TFX2 AUGER GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

**WESTFIELD FLIGHTING**

All Westfield flighting is precision-formed in-house to maintain quality control and ensure replacement parts will be available if you need them. Westfield continuously welds on a full 10-gauge Wear Edge at a critical feeding rate. The result is extra strength and service life where you need it most.

*TFX2 80-41 shown with optional hopper.

**SAFETY FIRST**

Please take the time to put safety first:
- Keep children, pets and untrained personnel away from work area.
- Do not adjust height, reach or wheel tread specifications.
- Lift cable, track shoe, drive shaft and extended reach specifications.
- Auger spout to ground.
- Heigh from bottom of auger spout to ground.
- Please keep them in place. Quick-detach tow hooks are standard on most models.

**HORSEPOWER REQUIREMENTS**

Please check the horsepowers below. A list of recommended horsepower ranges are available in the operator’s manual. Your local dealer can assist with selection.

**TFX2 AUGER SAFETY SPECIFICATIONS**

Please check the horsepowers below. A list of recommended horsepower ranges are available in the operator’s manual. Your local dealer can assist with selection.
**MAIN TUBES**

Make tube connections end welded and flanged to provide consistent strength. Aircraft cable running on larger units provides flexibility for transport and operation.

**TOP DRIVE**

Axial, grease lubricated top drive bearings couple the top tube to the main frame. This design provides excellent flavor for all conditions, minimal free play. Special caps protect the bearings and ensure long bearing life. Features include grease line for top drive, lock nut on the lower end and the retaining nut on the drive shaft.

**SELF PROPELLED MOVER KITS**

One piece construction even out long auger length with ease. Kits can be ordered for all Westfield auger types. Kits are designed to provide maximum traction on all types of surface. Please specify convenience and safety design features.

**UPPER DRIVESHAFT**

Durable, all-enclosed hardwood drive shafts with long-life bearings to resist shock, wear and aging. Design eliminates bearing outside motor area, adding strength to the system. Durable, lightweight and easily dismantled for transport. Several designs are available for different machines. Proven unit will protect your machine from damage.

**CONTROLS**

Single control ports allow for improved accessibility and ease of use.

**OPTIONS**

Westfield VFZ Quick Hitch makes sense on the small units to give you the option of using your own cattle. On larger units, we can also design and build a push bar for theVFZ push bar. Standard double bolt safety device.

**FARMERS CHOOSE WESTFIELD WHEN LOOKING FOR QUALITY GRAIN HANDLING EQUIPMENT BECAUSE:**

- We make our acreage standing today, and every day to improve and gain value from the harvesting process.
- We understand the cost of raw materials, components and features to provide an excellent performance you can count on. This is our promise and the reason why we are the industry leader.
- We've created the industry standard by using consistent and reliable technology that is highly valued by farmers. We use state-of-the-art technology and keep our augers updated with the latest features and innovations.
- We've tried to make our product as user-friendly as possible, and our customers are satisfied with the results.

Westfield grain augers are designed to provide maximum traction, smooth, quiet operation and save you time and money. We also offer a variety of options to meet your specific needs.

Westfield grain augers are built with the best materials, components and features to provide an excellent performance you can count on. This is our promise and the reason why we are the industry leader.
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When you make only one product, you get to be very good at it. For over 60 years, Westfield has developed and refined the best grain augers available. We've learned that farmers want affordable, simple and straightforward designs for labor saving performance and dependability. Westfield's grain augers are built with the best materials, components and features to provide an excellent performance you can count on. This is our promise and the reason why we are the industry leader.
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